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PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS 

Dear children:

As the world faces its great moment of purification, I ask that in your lives and consciousness the
voice of the prayer of the heart may continue to resound; for this will be the way for you and your
brothers and sisters of humanity to be helped through Spiritual Laws.

As the promised time of the Apocalypse approaches, hearts will see unexpected situations that have
never happened on Earth. This is so that the planet may cleanse itself, because the Earth Mother
cries out in pain and no one listens.

Therefore, My children, may prayer be that burning flame that never goes out, may it be the flame
that vivifies itself, that transmutes, illuminates and redeems; because, at the end of these unexpected
times, prayer will be that spiritual shield capable of isolating you from all the interferences of these
times.

I need My dear children not to omit this request, because when you are before the events of the end
of times, you will remember My Message.

If you truly aspire to respond to God not only in the Commandments, but also by fulfilling His Holy
Will, ardent prayer will be that star through which My Heart will guide you to God, to a safe place.

These times demonstrate that humanity has lost the values of life and family, because society has
become indifferent to the suffering and needs of the most unprotected.

Therefore, I ask you to place all this in your heart and pray with Me, so that your Heavenly Mother,
together with all the angels, may intervene in the current harsh reality of these times.

It is immediate that the prayers of My beloved children may protect and safeguard the entire
spiritual mission that the Heavenly Mother will carry out.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace


